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Nonminimal composite Higgs scenarios can contain exotic Higgs states which, if observed at the Large
Hadron Collider, will help to constrain the underlying UV structure of the strong dynamics. Doubly
charged Higgs bosons are well-motivated scalar degrees of freedom in this context. Their phenomenology
in typical composite scenarios can differ from well-established Higgs triplet extensions of the SM. Related
search strategies are not necessarily adapted to such a scenario as a consequence. In this paper we discuss
the sensitivity reach to doubly charged Higgs bosons with decays into pairs of same-signW bosons. While
production cross sections are small, we show that significant constraints on H�� → W�W� can be
obtained, providing a new opportunity to constrain the potential composite structure of the TeV scale up to
mH�� ≃ 800 GeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.055002

I. INTRODUCTION

After the Higgs boson discovery, followed by the lack of
any conclusive hints for physics beyond the Standard
Model (BSM), the hierarchy problem remains one of the
most pressing nuisances that our understanding of the TeV
scale faces. Although TeV scale naturalness is not a
technical problem, it is surprising that the success story
of perturbative quantum field theory seems to be chal-
lenged by a state whose appearance is directly linked to the
TeV scale itself. Many BSM scenarios have been devised
over the past decades to explain the TeV scale as a natural
phenomenon either through perturbative cancellations
guaranteed by approximate (super)symmetry or through
dimensional transmutation effects. The latter adapt ideas of
QCD confinement to the TeV scale with phenomenologi-
cally necessary model-building adjustments.
It is fair to say that there is a much more detailed

understanding of supersymmetric extensions of the SM
than there is for strongly interacting theories of the TeV
scale. This is mostly due to the fact that perturbative
methods are bound to break down for strongly interacting
theories, and phenomenological applications necessarily
need to revert to chiral perturbation theory (χPT) tech-
niques [1–3]. Although χPT is an extremely successful
concept (for instance, it serves to explain the pion mass
splitting [4] which acts as a blueprint for composite Higgs
scenarios [4–9]), it is unclear whether UV completions of a
particular low energy theory do indeed exist. This con-
stitutes a long-standing problem in the classification of
composite Higgs scenarios, which has motivated inves-
tigations using both dualities [10,11] and lattice computa-
tions [12–14].
While UV completions of the minimal composite Higgs

(MCHM) scenarios have proven difficult to construct, there

are nonminimal models with known UV completions
[15–18]. Typically, these nonminimal extensions predict
a range of scalar [19,20] and fermionic [21] as well as
potentially vectorial exotics. Among these, scalar exotics
such as a doubly charged Higgs boson are tell-tale signs of
the compositeness nature of the TeV scale [22].
Such states are searched for by the ATLAS and CMS

experiments, either in leptonic decays, motivated from
generic Higgs SUð2ÞL triplet extensions [23,24], or
same-sign W boson final states. The latter will be induced
if the triplet plays a role in electroweak symmetry breaking
[25–34].
In some composite Higgs scenarios there are doubly

charged Higgs bosons that fall into the middle of these
analysis strategies: They play no role in the vacuum
misalignment which triggers electroweak symmetry break-
ing, and their coupling to leptons is either absent or
suppressed. It is the purpose of this work to close this
gap and provide sensitivity estimates for signatures that are
motivated by these nonminimal composite Higgs scenarios
in the TeV regime.
This paper is organized as follows. To make this work

self-contained, we quickly review aspects of doubly
charged Higgs bosons that arise in composite Higgs
scenarios in Sec. II. In Secs. III and IV, we give details
of our event simulation and analysis strategy before we
draw conclusions in Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND MOTIVATION

Recently, a potential UV completion of a nonminimal
composite Higgs model was introduced in [17] (see also
[35]). We use this scenario as our main motivation for a
search H�� → W�W�. The model of Ref. [17] is based on
the symmetry group
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SUð4Þ|fflffl{zfflffl}
Hc

× SUð5Þ × SUð3Þ × SUð3Þ0 ×Uð1ÞX ×Uð1Þ0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
GF

;

ð1Þ

with fermions transforming asψ ∈ 6, χ ∈ 4, ~χ ∈ 4̄ under the
“hypercolor” gauge group Hc ¼ SUð4Þ. Strong SUð4Þ
dynamics cause the breakdownof theglobal symmetriesGF,

SUð5Þ → SOð5Þ ð2Þ

and

SUð3Þ × SUð3Þ0 → SUð3Þ; ð3Þ

as well as the breaking of Uð1Þ0. The author of [17] argues
that Eq. (2) occurs at a higher scale than Eq. (3); the low
energy effective theory can then be parametrized by the coset

GF=HF ¼ SUð5Þ
SOð5Þ ×

SUð3Þ × SUð3Þ0
SUð3Þ ×Uð1Þ0: ð4Þ

The unbroken global symmetry group HF contains the
subgroup

HF ⊃ SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR × Uð1ÞX; ð5Þ

which can be weakly gauged to arrive at the SM gauge
structure.
The symmetry breaking pattern leaves a number of

distinct exotics in the theory’s spectrum (for instance,
there is a “hypergluon” [36–38] and an inert singlet).
Our analysis targets the enlarged Higgs spectrum compared
to MCHM4 [7] or MCHM5 [39]. The Nambu Goldstone
bosons that arise from SUð5Þ → SOð5Þ transform under
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY as

10 þ 2�1=2 þ 30 þ 3�1; ð6Þ

and we can interpret the 2�1=2 multiplet as the SM Higgs
field. Weakly gauging the electroweak group as part of
Eq. (5), together with the presence of a heavy top quark,
induces a Coleman-Weinberg potential [40] for this multi-
plet, which triggers electroweak symmetry breaking as the
vacuum becomes dynamicallymisalignedwith respect to the
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞYðY ¼ T3

R þ XÞ preserving direction [4].
A phenomenological smoking gun of this scenario is the

appearance of a 3�1 multiplet, which contains a doubly
charged Higgs boson that, however, has no relation to the
electroweak scale as vacuum misalignment proceeds
entirely through 2�1=2 interactions. This phenomenological
situation is vastly different from other Higgs triplet scenar-
ios [24–27,41]: first, tension with the ρ parameter (either in
custodial [42] or noncustodial realizations [41]) is relaxed,
and related fine-tuning is absent. Second, since 30;�1 do not

participate in electroweak symmetry breaking, they will not
leave an observable signature in weak boson fusion final
states [28–30,43–45], which are particularly suited to
custodial Higgs triplet models. Instead their production
will need to happen through pair production [41] entirely
fixed by the quantum numbers of the weak isotriplet.
With the only distinction of Eq. (4), the model of [17]

follows the paradigm of the MCHM scenario; massive
bottom and top quarks are included through partial com-
positeness [6,46] by introducing three top partners fTig
and one bottom partner B that lift the fundamental t, b
masses. Similarly to MCHM5, this introduces a range of
effective Higgs-fermion interactions. The interaction most
relevant to the present work is given by [17]

L ⊃ −
ffiffiffi
2

p
iλqb̄LXRH−− þ H:c: ð7Þ

where X denotes a top partner with charge 5=3 that is
characteristic for custodial symmetry preserving composite
Higgs scenarios [21].1 The X field, together with four other
toplike fields in MCHM5, forms a charged current that
couples to the W field. The decay of the doubly charged
Higgs boson into same-sign Ws, albeit absent at tree level,
hence proceeds at loop level by including a mass insertion,
as indicated in Fig. 1. This decay is therefore directly
related to the mixing angles that generate the physical b
quark mass.2 Note that there is also the possibility that this
decay is an anomaly term induced [35] with a different CP
and Lorentz structure.3 In practice, the decay amplitude can
be evaluated by rotating the top quark partners to the mass
eigenbasis, which results in a nondiagonal coupling struc-
ture of the W in the space of top and bottom quarks. The
very decay of the doubly charged Higgs into same-sign W
therefore carries a lot of (although degenerate) information
about the particular structure of mass generation through
partial compositeness.

FIG. 1. Typical Feynman diagram contributing to the decay
H−− → W−W− in the Lagrangian eigenbasis.

1Note that the chirality structure of the interaction Eq. (7) will
induce higher-dimensional CP-violating effective interactions
(see below). Similar loop-induced effects are present in the
SM as well.

2This is similar to the decay H → γγ, gg in the SM, with the
photons and gluons having no relation to spontaneous symmetry
breaking.

3We are grateful to Gabriele Ferretti for pointing out this
possibility.
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Numerically there is only a small mixing required to lift
an elementary fermion to the mass of the bottom quark,
and, in general, one expects that the decay amplitude is
parametrically small (in line with the effective field theory
analysis of [47]). The difference compared to the minimal
composite scenarios in the present case, however, is the
potential absence of low-energy two-body final states that
allow a prompt and charge-conserving H�� decay.4

While details of the doubly charged Higgs decays are
certainly model dependent and maybe even beyond pertur-
bative control (we will come back to interpreting our results
below in terms of composite scenarios later), it is clear that
any statistical significant observation or exclusion of
H�� → W�W� leading to a distinctive resonant final state

lþlþl−l−ET; ð8Þ

with Higgs masses in the multihundred GeV regime, will
have strong implications for the underlying effective
description of the compositeness model, with direct ram-
ifications for its underlying UV structure (e.g., through the
mixing effects in Fig. 1).
This particular final state is not plagued by large QCD

backgrounds, but signal cross sections are generically small
[49,50]. Including estimates for charge mistagging etc. is
therefore important to arrive at a realistic expectation of the
sensitivity to this model. Taking the pNGB character of the
Higgs boson at face value, we can expect that the doubly
charged Higgs boson is heavy, and we will leave its mass
as a free parameter mH�� > 125 GeV in our analysis. In
particular, we compare the performance of various analysis
approaches that make use of large discriminative power for
the expected small signal vs background ratio for large
doubly charged Higgs masses.

III. EVENT SIMULATION

Focusing on the leptonic W decay modes we consider
Eq. (8) as a final state signature, where theET stems from four
neutrinos in the final state and l ∈ fe; μg. AsEq. (8) describes
a very clean channel at the LHC, the only irreducible back-
grounds we consider areWþWþW−W−, four lepton produc-
tion in association with a Z, and two leptons together with
WþW−. All other backgrounds are reducible. We identify jet
fakes, i.e., a jet being mistaken as a lepton, as the main source
of such events. We control the fake rate via [51]

Pðj → eÞ ¼ 0.0048 × exp

�
−0.035 ×

pT;j

GeV

�
; ð9Þ

for all jets within the reach of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
In practice, we explore jets clustered with the anti-kT algo-
rithm, as implemented in FastJet [52],with a radiusparameter of
R ¼ 0.4 and pmin

T ≥ 10 GeV. Therefore, the highest proba-
bility to fake an electron is given by low momentum jets
Pmaxðj → eÞ ¼ 3.4 × 10−3. This gives us a direct handle to
estimate whether a certain reducible background with a given
cross section is important for our study. Two leptons plusW�
and jet production provide candidate events for such a back-
ground, as well as Drell-Yan in association with at least two
jets, for which the jets need to fake the number of missing
leptons. Similarly, lepton neutrino production with three jets
needs to be included as well. In principle, QCD-induced jet
production also contributes; however, requiring at least one
muon in the final state,werender the latterone irrelevant,while
keeping 93% of the signal.
Top quark production constitutes a further category of

backgrounds. We consider tt̄ production in association with
eitherWþW− or lþl−. When there are Bmesons in the final
state, we need to take the b mistagging rate into account as
well. We assume the tagging rate to be 70% per true b-jet
[53,54]; a b veto results in an efficiency factor of 0.09.
Due to inherent and fake missing energy in QCD jet

radiation, we study the production of four leptons as the last
class of backgrounds in our list of dominant backgrounds.
As we do not include a full detector simulation, we need to
model the amount of missing energy. It has been shown that

ΔET

ET
¼ 2.92

ET
− 0.07 ð10Þ

corresponds to a conservative estimate [55]. Therefore, we
smear the missing energy vector as computed from
Monte Carlo truth with a Gaussian distribution according
to Eq. (10) instead of modeling the detector response to
every single final state particle.
A further obstacle in describing the final state is charge

misidentification. As for the electron fakes, we use a
transverse-momentum-dependent description [56]

Pðcharge flipÞ ¼ min

�
0.2; 4.68 × 10−8

�
pT

GeV
þ 65.0

�
2
�
;

ð11Þ

and we ignore the possibility of a charge flip for muons.
Equation (11) results from fitting a parabola to the data
points that we have extrapolated from Ref. [56]. We
checked that the results presented in this paper do not
show a significant dependence on the exact result of this fit.
As we are interested in the main kinematic features of the

relevant channels, we simulate all processes at their respec-
tive leading order (LO). We use MadGraph_aMCatNLO [57,58]

4The composite dynamics that will create a dynamical mass for
H−− will also lift H−, and mass splittings can occur inside the
T3
L ¼ 1 multiplet or between the jYj ¼ 0, 1 multiplets. However,

unless the strong dynamics changes the picture radically (which
needs to be assessed on the lattice), the mass splittings should be
entirely perturbative and qualitatively similar to the π� − π0 mass
splitting. From the perspective of chiral perturbation theory,
cascade decays Hþþ → HþHþ seem unlikely. Current con-
straints exclude top partners in the range of 600 GeV [48].
We therefore assume mX > mH�� in the following.
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to generate matrix element level results for our model and
Herwig 7’s [59] angular ordered parton shower [60] for
showering and decays. For the simulation of the background
we employ MadGraph_aMCatNLO’s LO amplitudes interfaced
to the Herwig 7 generator, again using the angular ordered
parton shower, with Herwig 7 taking care of all decays
[61–63]. Since QCD details are not too important for this
particular clean final state apart from changed normaliza-
tions (see below), we do not include hadronization and
underlying event (UE) effects. Indeed, we checked that
including UE has no influence on the lepton separation for
our signal process.
In Table I we collect the simulated processes as well as

their cross section on generator level σMC. The fiducial
cross sections for lþlþl−l−Z, tt̄WþW−, and l�νjjj are
indeed so small that we do not need to consider them any
further.
For some of the processes, next-to-leading order (NLO)

corrections are large. In our MC generation we therefore
include the following flat K ¼ σNLO=σLO factors: 1.3 for
all signal processes due to a Drell-Yan character (e.g.
[64,65]), 2.0 for WþWþW−W− (conservatively adopted
from WWZ production [66–68]) and lþl−WþW− [66–68]
as well as 1.6 for lþlþl−l− [69,70] and lþl−W�j [71,72].
For all other processes we neglect any NLO corrections
as they turn out to be negligible contributions to the
background.

IV. ANALYSIS

To analyze and identify kinematic regimes from which
our doubly charged heavy Higgs (we will just use Higgs as
an abbreviation from now on) signal might be extracted, we
first need to define a fiducial region using a set of
acceptance cuts. We ask for at least four leptons in the
final state; two of them have positive charge ðþÞ while the
other two have to have negative charge ð−Þ. This results in a
cut efficiency ϵþþ−−. For the four leptons we require
acceptance cuts staggered in pT as follows:

pleading
T;l ≥ 20 GeV psecond

T;l ≥ 18 GeV

pthird
T;l ≥ 15 GeV pfourth

T;l ≥ 10 GeV ð12Þ

as well as jηlj ≤ 2.5. This yields a further efficiency
ϵacceptance. As many of the background processes contain
resonant Z production, we require opposite-sign, same-
flavor leptons to have an invariant mass above 96 GeV,

meþe−jμþμ− ≥ 96.0 GeV; ð13Þ

which also efficiently removes the photon contribution in
these events and yields a further efficiency factor ϵZ-peak.
Furthermore, as QCD contributes to our missing energy,
we use the anti-kT algorithm, as implemented in FastJet,
with radius parameter R ¼ 0.4, a minimum transverse

TABLE I. List of background and signal processes considered in this study. First row: σMC is the cross section at generator level.
Additional rows: Cut efficiencies (subsequent efficiencies are included multiplicatively; for more details see text). Last row: σfiducial is the
cross section after all acceptance cuts, as used for the analysis section.

Process WþWþW−W− lþlþl−l−Z lþlþl−l− lþl−WþW− tt̄WþW− tt̄lþl−

σMC½ab� 2.2 13 21 538 11 1.2 × 103

ϵfour leptons 0.62 0.71 0.37 0.52 0.32 × 10−2 0.30 × 10−2

ϵþþ−− 0.62 0.70 0.37 0.52 0.31 × 10−2 0.29 × 10−2

ϵacceptance 0.56 0.69 0.36 0.48 0.27 × 10−2 0.26 × 10−2

ϵZ-peak 0.26 0.0062 0.0050 0.035 0.11 × 10−2 0.14 × 10−3

σfiducial½ab� 0.58 0.081 0.10 19 0.013 0.17

Process lþl−ννjj l�νjjj lþl−W�j lþl−jj

σMC½ab� 15 × 106 2.6 × 109 0.59 × 106 69 × 106

ϵfour leptons 0.81 × 10−5 0.45 × 10−8 0.13 × 10−2 0.18 × 10−5

ϵþþ−− 0.45 × 10−5 0.18 × 10−8 0.68 × 10−3 0.93 × 10−6

ϵacceptance 0.37 × 10−5 0.87 × 10−9 0.62 × 10−3 0.69 × 10−6

ϵZ-peak 0.19 × 10−6 0.17 × 10−10 0.21 × 10−3 0.40 × 10−7

σfiducial½ab� 2.7 0.039 130 2.6

mH½GeV� 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

σMC½ab� 205 87 42 22 12.4 7.3 4.6 2.9 1.8
ϵfour leptons 0.71 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.87
ϵþþ−− 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.85
ϵacceptance 0.63 0.68 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.79
ϵZ-peak 0.32 0.40 0.48 0.54 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.68
σfiducial½ab� 66 36 20 12 7.2 4.5 2.9 1.9 1.2
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momentum pmin
T ¼ 20 GeV, and jηjj ≤ 4.5 to obtain well-

defined jets. The missing energy vector is then computed
from

~pT ¼
X
i∈l;j

~pT;i ð14Þ

and, in addition, exposed to Eq. (10). In Table I we collect
the cut efficiencies ϵ and the fiducial cross section σfiducial
after applying Eqs. (12) and (13) and requiring at least
one muon.

A. Naive cut and count

When analyzing the significance of a possible signal or
excluding its existence with a given level of certainty,
different test statistics may be used. In our case we imple-
ment a simple counting approach based on a Poisson
distribution. Given a sample of expected signal (S) and
background (B) events, the significance Z is given by

Z ¼ Sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sþ B

p : ð15Þ

Sometimes S=
ffiffiffiffi
B

p
is used as well. However, we emphasize

that for low background cross sections, as we face in our
study, this leads to the wrong conclusions. Take, for
example, S ¼ 1 and B ¼ 0.1. This would yield a signifi-
cance of 3, which is clearly an overestimate when only one
event in total is expected. The consequence of Eq. (15) is
that one needs to expect at least four signal events in the
analysis region to set an exclusion limit of 95%, which can
be inferred from setting B ¼ 0 and Z ¼ 2. As we see, this
cannot be possible for the very high mass regime of our
model, even when considering the 3ab−1 high luminosity
LHC option. However, for completeness we will show
results up to mH�� ¼ 1000 GeV.

It is also possible to invert Eq. (15), leading to

L ¼ Z2ðσS þ σBÞ
σ2S

: ð16Þ

For given signal and background cross sections, setting
Z≡ 2 yields the expected luminosity needed for an
exclusion at 95% confidence level.
For this first part of our analysis we assume the branching

ratio Higgs to WW to be unity. Under this assumption we
check observables, which should yield discriminative power
one by one. As the dominant backgrounds are driven by
QCD radiation mistaken for electrons or an electroweak
topology with masses well below 100 GeV while our signal
stems from a heavy decay, the pT spectra should provide a
sensitive discriminant. In Fig. 2 we show the pT for all
backgrounds and a subsample of the Higgs mass parameter
space. Note that backgrounds not listed in the legend of the
plot are too small to be considered. We find that the QCD-
induced backgrounds fall more steeply than the signal; see,
e.g., pthird

T;l of lþl−jj or pfourth
T;l of lþl−W�j.

We note that despite the fact that the 1=pT divergence of
QCD shows itself in pthird

T;l and pfourth
T;l , these do not yield

much discriminating power. Therefore, for further analysis
steps, we fix pthird

T;l ¼ 20 GeV, pfourth
T;l ¼ 15 GeV and

manipulate the leading leptons’ transverse momenta to
obtain a signal efficiency of ϵS ¼ 0.9. We tabulate the pT
cuts needed for this, together with the resulting background
cross section σB, in Table II.
The leptonic decay of theWs in the signal channel results

in missing energy. Furthermore, we expect the jet radiation
pattern to be sensitive to the presence of the electroweak
decay [73,74]. However, we find that the jet spectrum after
pT cuts is not sensitive to the decay pattern. At least for the
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FIG. 2. Transverse momentum of the leptons sorted by pT after Eq. (12). Red: Signal with mH�� ∈ ½200; 400; 600� GeV. Blue:
Backgrounds from jets faking electrons. Green: Irreducible backgrounds.

TABLE II. Transverse momentum cut on the two leading leptons to obtain an ϵS ¼ 0.9 working point, and corresponding background
cross section σB for different mass parameters mH�� .

mH½GeV� 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Cut on pleading
T;l [GeV] 70 95 120 140 160 180 200 220 240

Cut on psecond
T;l [GeV] 35 40 40 40 40 40 60 60 70

σB½ab� 74 54 40 31 24 20 15 13 9.9
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reducible backgrounds, the jet number spectrum does not
resemble the correct starting point to count the number of
jets following the strategy of [75]. It is known that the jet
spectrum poses a good discriminator before restrictive pT
cuts sculpt the distribution’s shape [76]; hence, it is
plausible that it loses its sensitivity in the present case
through decays. Also, only one out of two leading back-
grounds stems from QCD; the lþl−WþW− channel is
expected to have a similar radiation pattern as our signal.

We therefore do not use the number of jets to construct
analysis cuts; this means we also do not impose a jet veto.
However, if a jet veto should become necessary due to
experimental reasons beyond the scope of this study, our
analysis shows that this should not decrease the signal
efficiency too much.
The missing energy is not very sensitive to the signal

process after applying the cuts outlined in Table II, as can
be seen from Fig. 3. The pT cuts force the QCD radiation
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FIG. 3. Missing energy spectrum after cuts outlined in Table II. Red: From left to right, mH�� ∈ ½200; 400; 600� GeV. Blue:
Backgrounds from jets faking electrons. Green: Irreducible backgrounds.
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FIG. 4. Lepton pair invariant mass reconstruction after cuts outlined in Table II and Eq. (14). Red: Signal with mH�� ¼ 600 GeV.
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TABLE III. Cut flow optimized for different Higgs mass scenarios. Last rows: Signal cross section σS and background cross section σB
for different mass parameters mH�� after the cuts stated here; see Eqs. (14), (18), and (19).

mH½GeV� 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

ET ½GeV� 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
mZ;1a½GeV� 65 130 125 125 170 215 165 225
mZ;2a½GeV� 110 135 125 160 145 210 185 240
mZ;3b½GeV� 25 65 110 120 140 130 165 155
Rmax
lþlþ 2.2 2.3 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

σS½ab� 51 25 15 8.8 5.2 3.2 2.0 1.3 0.8
σB½ab� 24 16 14 8.8 6.1 4.4 3.4 2.6 2.0
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into a regime where jets also produce a fair amount of
missing energy. Thus, we propose only a mild cut of

ET > 20.0 GeV: ð17Þ
There is another feature we can use to enhance our signal

to background ratio: Many of the backgrounds contain
either resonant Z boson contributions or have no resonance
connecting two of the leptons. Thus, we construct all
possible invariant masses built out of two lepton four
momenta added to each other. This yields a total of six
observables.

mll;1a ¼ massðpleading
l þ psecond

l Þ and

mll;1b ¼ massðpthird
l þ pfourth

l Þ;
mll;2a ¼ massðpleading

l þ pthird
l Þ and

mll;2b ¼ massðpsecond
l þ pfourth

l Þ;
mll;3a ¼ massðpleading

l þ pfourth
l Þ and

mll;3b ¼ massðpsecond
l þ pthird

l Þ: ð18Þ
Interestingly, only the combinations 1a, 2a, and 3b
yield any additional discriminating features. We show
examples for some of these for mH�� ¼ 600 GeV in Fig. 4.
When designing the cut flow for this particular signal

search, we have to balance two effects. On the one hand,
we have to ensure a strong background rejection, while,
on the other hand, we need to ensure that the already low
signal yield does not become further suppressed. For the
low mass points, we find that signal and background have
very similar kinematic features. We therefore suggest to
not cut on the invariant lepton masses when studying the
parameter space below mH�� ¼ 300 GeV. For the rest of
the parameter space, we again aim for ϵS ¼ 0.9. We show
our cut flow in Table III.
Since the Higgs pairs are produced back to back, we

expect that the decay products of the Higgs bosons will
dominantly fall into the same detector hemispheres,

Rl�l� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δη2l�l� þ Δϕ2

l�l�

q
; ð19Þ

whereΔη denotes the difference in rapidity between the two
leptons, whileΔϕ is their azimuthal separation. In Fig. 5 we
show the radial distance between the same-charge leptons.
Indeed, these requirements are a powerful discriminator,
and we suggest cuts on the maximum value in Table III.
As we produce both Higgs bosons on shell, the invariant

mass should naively be a very good discriminator.
However, since there is a fair amount of missing energy
in this particular final state, we focus instead on selections
of adapted definitions of the transverse mass mT . There are
different definitions of mT depending on the phenomeno-
logical circumstances. For instance, Ref. [77] defines

m2
l�l�;T1

¼
h ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p2
l�l�;T þm2

l�l�

q
þ pT

i
2

− ½pl�l�;x þ px�2 − ½pl�l�;y þ py�2; ð20Þ
and Ref. [78]

m2
l�l�;T2

¼ ½pl�l�;T þ pT �2 − ½pl�l�;x þ px�2

− ½pl�l�;y þ py�2; ð21Þ
where x and y are simply the two coordinate axes of the
transverse detector plane. The only difference between
these definitions is the inclusion of the invariant lepton
mass. For the case of a heavy resonance, as studied here, the
former one yields better discrimination.5 Therefore, we
show Eq. (20) for a sample of Higgs mass points in Fig. 6.
Using this mT as a final discriminant, we scan along the

mT axis to minimize the amount of luminosity needed for a
95% exclusion as computed from Eq. (16). We collect our
results in Table IV. In addition, we quote the discovery
significance Z for a 3 ab−1 LHC, when assuming branching
ratios of unity.
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FIG. 5. Radial separation of the same-sign lepton pair as defined in Eq. (19) (positive choice). Red: From left to right
mH�� ∈ ½200; 400; 600� GeV. Blue: Backgrounds from jets faking electrons. Green: Irreducible backgrounds.

5Equation (21) pushes both signal and background into the low
mass region.
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B. Branching ratio H�� → W�W�
and signal modifier μ

We can reinterpret the exclusion of a unity branching
ratio as a 95% confidence level constraint on the branching
ratio H�� → W�W� using the cross section for signal and
background after the cuts detailed in the previous section.
Equation (16) can then be used to arrive at

BR4
H��→W�W� ¼ 4ðσS þ σBÞ

Lσ2S
ð22Þ

as the bound that the LHC is sensitive to at a given
luminosity L. Assuming 3ab−1 we present our results in
Table IV. We find that, especially for the low mass regime,
branching ratios significantly smaller than unity can be
probed. For the high mass regime, where the LHC has only
little sensitivity, we find branching ratios greater than unity,
signalizing that no constraint on the underlying UV
structure as motivated in Sec. II can be obtained. There,
a more intuitive expression such as, for example, the so-
called signal modifier μ, defined as σS → μσS, can be
studied. Again starting from Eq. (16) we conclude that

μ ¼ Z2

2LσS
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z4

4L2σ2S
þ Z2σB

Lσ2S

s
: ð23Þ

Using Z≡ 2 and L ¼ 3 ab−1 we compute the upper bound
for the signal modifier instead of the branching ratio. Our
results can be found in Table IV, too.

C. Statement of optimality

When constructing a cut and count analysis, useful
correlations might not be considered. To compute the
information which is accessible when including correla-
tions, we compute the discovery significance S=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sþ B

p
for

a 3 ab−1 LHC using the Fisher discriminant as imple-
mented in TMVA [79,80]. In short, the Fisher discriminant
uses the mean value of signal and background as computed
on the domain of observables fed in. A hyperplane sliding
along the line defined by these two points represents a well-
defined cut. Therefore, the Fisher discriminant is sensitive
to linear correlations. However, if the means coincide, it has
no sensitivity at all even if the shapes of signal and
background differ dramatically. Using a boosted decision
tree (BDT), which is also implemented in TMVA, instead
helps us identify such cases. In a nutshell, a BDT covers the
phase space, as parametrized by the observables we define,
with cuboid baskets. These baskets are assigned to be either
background or signal. This way irregularly shaped back-
grounds or signals can be taken into account. Note that
usually one cannot easily train a BDT or Fisher discrimi-
nant from MC and use it in an analysis straightforwardly;
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FIG. 6. Transverse mass after cuts outlined in Table III. Red: From left to rightmH�� ∈ ½200; 400; 600� GeV. Blue: Backgrounds from
jets faking electrons. Green: Irreducible backgrounds.

TABLE IV. Signal cross section σS and background cross section σB after the cut on mT (for more details see text) for different Higgs
mass parameters mH�� . Last rows: Target luminosity for a 95% exclusion limit, discovery significance Z and upper bound on the
branching ratio BRðH�� → W�W�Þ as well as signal modifier μ for a 3 ab−1 LHC assuming a branching ratio of unity.

mH½GeV� 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Cut on mT ½GeV� 2.0 2.0 173 234 280 341 367 457 488
σS½ab� 51 25 14 8.1 4.8 2.9 1.9 1.1 0.71
σB½ab� 24 16 11 6.1 3.8 2.3 1.8 1.1 0.79
L½ab−1� for 95% exclusion 0.11 0.26 0.51 0.85 1.5 2.5 4.2 6.9 12
Z for a 3ab−1 LHC 10 6.7 4.8 3.7 2.8 2.2 1.7 1.3 1.0
BRðH�� → W�W�Þ 0.44 0.55 0.64 0.73 0.84 0.96 1.1 1.2 1.4
Signal modifier μ 0.12 0.21 0.33 0.44 0.63 0.89 1.3 1.8 2.7
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the propagation of systematic uncertainties must be taken
into account. When there is no connection to data, as is the
case for this purely MC study, this is hard to do, and we
stress that we use this tool rather to judge the potential
reach of the observables we have chosen to study. In
addition, one should add that there might exist observables
with better discriminating power than the ones we have
chosen so far. The best discriminating power in identifying
these is to compare sensitivity yields to the matrix element
method [81,82], which is, by construction, the most
discriminating observable between two specified signal
and background hypotheses. Available tools like MadMax

[83], MadWeight [84], shower and event deconstruction
[85,86] have demonstrated their potential in phenomeno-
logical analyses [87–92], and extensions to higher-order
matrix elements have been proposed [93–95]. The set of
observables we use for a proof-of-principle investigation of
the sensitivity reach that can be obtained with these
methods are the ones defined in the previous section.
The event selection is given by Eq. (12). Our results as
computed by TMVA are presented in Table V. For the Fisher
discriminant as well as the BDT, we observe a constant
enhancement as a function of the Higgs mass compared to
our cut-and-count analysis of the previous section.
Translated into branching ratios this means that with the
help of a BDT, for example, we could reach 10% better
upper bounds than stated in Table IV. In addition, the
discovery reach for the LHC cannot be pushed much
further than mH�� ¼ 800 GeV, even when accepting
the results of a BDT. There is one exception, namely,
the 300–400 GeV mass region. The numbers quoted in
Table V indicate 20% better bounds on BRðH�� →
W�W�Þ than Table IV.
We stress that the dominating background here is of

reducible nature. Indeed, it is dominated by QCD radiation
and can therefore be determined by relying on data-driven
methods. Due to this fact it might be possible to train the
Fisher discriminant or a BDT on data [96]. In that case
the approach would be robust concerning systematic
uncertainties.

D. Interpretation of results in composite scenarios

Let us finally estimate the impact of the above search on
the parameter space of the composite Higgs scenarios as
discussed in Sec. II.

Following [17], the couplings of the top partners to the
W bosons in the limit of χ ¼ v2=f2 ≪ 1, with f denoting
the analogue of the pion decay constant, carry a factor
∼e=ð2 ffiffiffi

2
p

sin θwÞ. Small values of χ are favored by current
data [97]. The extension of [17] does not modify the bulk of
the 125 GeV Higgs phenomenology, and the smallness of
this parameter as inferred from, e.g., H → ZZ observations
directly generalizes to our case.
The dominant contribution to the loop induced decay is

then given by the mass scale set by the top partners as well
as the angle that lifts the left-handed bottom mass and
“rotates in” the bottom partner to the vertex of Eq. (7). We
will denote this angle with sin λ (see again [17] for details).
For illustration purposes we identifyMB ¼ MT1

¼ MX and
focus on the contribution of the lowest-lying top partner,
whichwill be the numerically least-suppressed contribution.
With these assumptions, the effective H�� → W�W�

interactions can be parametrized by matching the Lorentz
structure to an effective Lagrangian in terms of a power
series in a single scale ∼M−n

X . Keeping operators up to
dimension five, we obtain

Leff ¼
α

128π

λq sin λ

sin2θw

H−−

Mx
ð2WþμνWþ

μν − 3Wþμν ~Wþ
μν

− 4m2
WW

þμWþ
μ Þ þ H:c: ð24Þ

In addition, the potential presence of a Wess-Zumino-
Witten term [98,99] would lead to the presence of the
effective interaction [35]

TABLE V. Discovery significance S=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sþ B

p
at a 3 ab−1 LHC of our cut-and-count analysis compared to a Fisher discriminant and a

BDT for different Higgs mass parameters mH�� . Both multivariate analyses use the same observables as presented in our cut-and-count
analysis.

mH½GeV� 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Cut and count 10 6.7 4.8 3.7 2.8 2.2 1.7 1.3 1.0
Fisher discriminant 12 8.2 5.7 4.3 3.3 2.5 1.9 1.5 1.2
BDT 13 8.8 6.4 4.8 3.6 2.8 2.2 1.7 1.3

FIG. 7. The signal strength as a function of the Wess-Zumino-
Witten interaction of Eq. (25) for representative values mH�� ¼
200 GeV, f ¼ MX ¼ 2 TeV, λq ¼ 2π and sin λ ¼ 0.1.
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LWZW ¼ cWZW
e2

16π2fsin2θw
H−−Wþμν ~Wþ

μν; ð25Þ

where the coefficient cWZW relates to a combination of
invariants of the hypercolor group of Eq. (1) and potential
mixing angles as detailed in [35].
Assuming a large scale separation f ∼M for illustration,

the projections of Table IV allow us to set a constraint
−0.18 < cWZW < 0.42 as demonstrated in Fig. 7 for the
most sensitive case of 200 GeV.6 We leave a more dedicated
analysis of the impact of this search on the underlying UV
parameters to future work; however, Fig. 7 clearly shows
that sensitivity in lþlþl−l−ET provides important informa-
tion if a composite nature of the TeV scale is established.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a detailed study of doubly
charged Higgs production in the limit where the underlying
complex triplet has no relation to electroweak symmetry
breaking. In particular, observing such a particle in its
decay to same-sign W bosons will provide important
information that might clarify a potential composite nature
of the TeV scale.
We have focused on 13 TeV LHC collisions and

extrapolated to high luminosity to gauge the extent to
which such states can be observed at the LHC. We have
used various analysis strategies to give a more fine-grained

picture of the sensitivity that can be reached in the light
of a small expected inclusive signal. Assuming
BRðH�� → W�W�Þ≡ 1.0 we find that the LHC is sensi-
tive to heavy Higgs masses up to about 800 GeV. A high
luminosity LHC of 3 ab−1 is able to constrain this decay
channel for branching ratios of ∼0.44 for mH�� ¼
200 GeV growing up to ∼0.84 for mH�� ¼ 600 GeV using
a typical cut-and-count analysis. We have demonstrated
that using a BDT, much better results might be possible, but
only for the mass regime between 300 and 400 GeV.
Considering the reducible nature of the dominating back-
ground, we encourage experiments that explore this pos-
sibility with a data-driven strategy.
A limiting factor of this rather clean, yet rare final state is

the influence of electron charge flips in the high pT regime,
and our scenario provides a motivation to study these
effects in same-sign, same-flavor leptons on the Z mass
pole in association with a high pT jet.
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